
PREPARATION

Study
Look over the guideline for the group discussion and ask the Holy Spirit to lead you.

Pray
Pray for the members of your group and their openness to Godʼs word.

Landing Point
The Church is called to be a movement, not a monument. 

GROUP DISCUSSION
CONFIDENTIALITY | Whatʼs said in the group stays in the group.

NO CROSS-TALK | Be considerate of others as they share. Refrain from side conversations and texting during group time.

NO FIXING | We are not in the group to fix each other. Jesus does that part.

SHARING | Be sensitive to the amount of time you share. Donʼt talk too much or too little. Every person brings something
valuable to the group.

INTRODUCTION
Many things in life can distract us and cause us to lose sight of the priority of Jesus in our life. In Revelation chapter 3, we see
that this has happened to the church in Sardis. They have a reputation of being alive, but they are in reality dead. They were
going through the motions, but they had not finished the work that God had given them. Alex's message calls us to stop and
take inventory of our life and to see if we have fallen into religious activity or are we truly living the life God has called us to
live.

DEEPER DIVE

Life Change Story
Alex mentioned the power of writing down and sharing about how we came to faith in Christ. Specifically he mentioned the
power that can have for us personally and the weapon it can be for victory in our own life. Grab a pen and paper if you are old
school or open a note on your phone/tablet if that's more your vibe and begin compiling your story! Here is an easy way to
break it down in to 3 simple parts:

1. Your life before Christ- think about things you felt, did, pursued during this season of your life. Look for broad themes and
emotions that defined it.
2. How did you begin your walk with Jesus- what were the events, thoughts, circumstances that led you to realize your need
for Jesus.
3. Your life since following Jesus- how has He changed your thoughts, actions and desires compared to before. What is
different because of Him?
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Now that you have taken some time to compose your story, we are going to take time to share our stories. Group leaders,
lead out and go first. 

There is power in sharing and this is a time where we can share the unique story that we have. Stories don't have to be
dramatic or eloquent. They do have to be honest and true, so embrace your story for what it is and share about how God
has changed your story!

 

 

Monument vs. Movement
Alex pointed out that monuments are about the past and movements are about the future.  Monuments aren't a bad thing. As you
look back at your story there are some "monuments" that exist in them. Key things and people that are part of your story. The
danger is in letting our stories stop there. God is wanting to do something new in each of our lives. Our stories haven't been fully
written.
 
Q - Look back at your story. What is the time gap from today to the last "monument" that you included? Was it a month
ago? A year? A decade?

Q- What do you sense God is calling you to do next? If our walk is a movement, then there must be a next step.
 

The Power of Story
As we share our own personally story, it solidifies in our own heart and mind the reality of the change that God has worked in
us. It also helps us to remember the many small ways that God has moved and brought us to where we are today. 1 Peter 3:15
talks about us being ready to share the hope that is within us.

Q - Who in your life can you share your story with this week?

A Call to Return
God is inviting us to stay connected to Him in our spiritual journey and if we aren't alert, we can slowly drift away and lose
focus, leaning on past events and missing out on the future He has for us.

Q - How do you personally stay connected to Jesus?

Q - What are some guardrails or boundaries you can put in place to be sure that you don't get stuck in the past with your
walk?

As your group time comes to a close spend time praising through prayer. Lead your group to pray by thanking God for who He is and how
He's rewriting your story. 
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